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Medieval jewelry designs

German fibula, the early 5th century Dunstable Swan Jewel, a livery icon made of gold and a ronde enamel boss, circa 1400. The golden end of the belt and buckle, c. 600, the Avar version of the Byzantine-style Middle Ages was a period that spans about 1000 years and is usually limited
to Europe and the Byzantine Empire. The material remains we have received since then, including jewelry, can vary greatly depending on the place and time of their creation, especially since Christianity prevented the burial of jewelry as a grave commodity, with the exception of the royal
family and important clergymen, who were often buried in their best clothes and wore jewelry. The main material used for jewelry design in antiquity and leading in the Middle Ages was gold. Many different techniques have been used to create work surfaces and add decoration to these
surfaces for the production of jewelry including solder, coating and gilding, repouss, chasing, insertion, enamelling, filigree and granulation, punching, striking and casting. The main stylistic phases include the barbaric, Byzantine, Carolingian and Otton, the Vikings and the later Middle Ages,
when Western European styles became relatively similar. Most of the styles and techniques used in jewelry for personal jewelry, the main theme of this article, have also been used in metal jewelry, which has been the most prestigious art form for most of this period; they were often much
larger. Most of the surviving examples are religious objects such as reliquaries, church slabs such as bowls and other parts, crosses such as the Lothair Cross and treasure troves for books. However, this is largely an accident of survival, since the church proved much better at preserving its
treasures than secular or civil elites, and at that time there may have been so many secular objects made in the same styles. For example, the Royal Gold Cup, a secular cup, though decorated with religious images, is one of the few surviving huge collections of metalwork joyaux (jewels)
belonging to the Valua dynasty, which ruled France in the late Middle Ages. In addition to the basic forms of personal jewelry such as rings, necklaces, bracelets and brooches that remain in use today, medieval jewelry often includes a range of other forms, less common in modern jewelry
such as fittings and fastenings for clothing including, buckles, dots for the end of the lace, and buttons towards the end of the period, as well as hats badges, jewelry for belts , arms, purses and other accessories, as well as decorated pins, mainly to carry hairstyles and hats in place. The
chains of the neck carried various pendants, from (most common) to medallions and complex pieces with gemstones. Thin fillets or strips of flexible gold leaf, often decorated, were probably mostly sewn into hair or head braids. Arm rings (armilla) and sometimes ankle rings were also also
Wear and sometimes (for the very rich) many small jewelry has been sewn into the fabric of clothing forming patterns. Jewelry was a very important marker of social status, and most prosperous women probably wore some notable pieces all the time, or at least when outside the house. Men
are often, at least, equally highly decorated, and children with high status of both sexes often wore jewelry as formal clothing. Raw In early medieval precious objects, gemstones are often set abundantly located on surfaces, here the cross of Precious Metals Gold has held the charm of man
for thousands of years. By the end of the fourth millennium BC it was already working and improving with great technical prowess. Many ancient jewelers used melted gold found in nature, as it does not often occur naturally. The melted gold can be purified in a process called processing,
and thanks to a hittite derived from the Greek word, it is believed that the ancient peoples of Asia Minor were the first to refine gold. Ignoring its beauty and possible connection with the perceived mystical power of the sun, the main advantage of using gold to create jewelry was its
malleability. The Romans were insatiable producers and consumers of gold, and all but exhausted European deposits. Some of the gold mined in West Africa, larger at the end of the period, probably reached Europe through the Islamic world, but the main source was undoubtedly ancient
Roman gold, which remained above the ground in the form of a coin or object, or was extracted from buried treasures. Gold was not milked until several periods, and European gold coins were unusual throughout the period, unlike the Byzantine and Islamic worlds. Unlike silver was mined in
Europe throughout the Middle Ages, with very large deposits discovered in Kutna Chora in the Czech Republic in 1298, which lasted until the end of the period. Almost all gemstones had to be imported from outside Europe, although island jewelry used local stones. Amber, jet, freshwater
pearls and corals can be found in Europe. The modern faceted hemcotic style was developed only at the end of the period, and before that all the stones were cut and polished in variations of what is now called kabushon cut, with rounded contours. Diamonds are relatively uninteresting,
and very difficult to create, in the style of kabushon, and other stones such as ruby and emerald were the most highly prized, but a wide range of stones were used, with modern differences between precious and semi-precious stones largely ignored, and pure crystal rock, sometimes
engraved, popular. The great stones were highly appreciated, and many and the great nobles had amassed collections that were often reseted. Lapidaries or books listing different gems, were an extremely popular type of work in the Middle Ages, and listed many medical and quasi-magical
powers of power gems, as well as their religious symbolism, and sometimes their astrological meaning. Sapphires were also attributed to magical powers and had certain properties that were used to detect fraud, treat snake bites and banish witchcraft. Ancient engraved gemstones are
often reused among stones, which in early medieval precious objects were often placed abundantly, located on surfaces mixed with ornaments in gold. Medieval engraving of gemstones only recaptured all the skills of classic gem engravers at the end of the period, but simpler inscriptions
and motifs were sometimes added earlier. Pearls collected in wild from the pearl mussel Holarctic freshwater pearl were many used, with Scotland the main source; this species is currently threatened with extinction in most areas. Styles of Nordic migration period Famous shoulder clasps
from Sutton Hoo, one of the best examples of gold and pomegranate cloisonn' insert work (not enamel) Main articles: Fibula (brooch) and Celtic brooch Barbaric jewelry migration period is one of the most common forms of art survival from its culture, and the personal decoration of the elite
was clearly considered great importance for men. Large precious fibula brooches worn quietly (with a cloak) or in pairs (for many types of women's dress) on the chest were made in a number of forms based on Roman styles, as the barbaric peoples, including the Visigoth, Sharp, Franks,
Anglo-Saxons and pawnshops, occupied the territories of the Western Roman Empire. These and other jewels very often used gold and pomegranate cloisonn, where patterns were made with thin shavings of pomegranate (and other stones) laid in small gold cages. The enamel is
sometimes used in the same style, often as a cheaper substitute for stones. In the island art of the British Isles, the preferred form was the foam brooch, and exceptionally large and complex examples such as Tara Broch and Hunterston Broch were worn by both secular elites and clergy (at
least on liturgical robes). Relatively few other types of jewelry survived from this place and period. The wearing of cheaper jewellery appears to have reached a rather distant social scale; gold was relatively cheap in that period. Although mostly based on Roman models, styles varied with
different tribes or people, and jewelry buried in graves could be used to track the movement of ethnic groups, presumably served with other aspects of the costume as a cultural identifier for life. The Anglo-Saxons, who founded the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms of England, preferred the brooches
of round discs either fibula or penancular and also used gold and pomegranate cloisonne along with other styles. The best and most famous collection of barbaric jewelry set to decorate the (probably) Anglo-Saxon King of about 620 restored in Sutton Sutton burial in England in the mid-
20th century. Byzantine, Carolingian and Otton Byzantine earrings, c. 600 AD Byzantine necklace and earrings found in Asyut, Egypt c. 600 AD (British Museum) , jewelry of the Byzantine Empire often have religious images or motifs such as a cross, even in works that were for secular use.
Complex Roman styles were continued, but with the growing use of cloisonne enamel. The main commissions for gold works and jewelry came from the court or the Church. Thus, most of the decorations were very religious, depicting ornate decorations and images of the afterlife or the lives
of saints. The Byzantines succeeded in investing, and their work was extremely luxurious, involving gems, glass and gold. Not much Byzantine jewelry remains, as this period marked the end of burying man's jewelry with them, so that much of the truly extravagant jewelry - depicted in
mosaics and paintings - has disappeared. Carolingian decorations are similar to Byzantine decorations in that the modern world has lost almost all of this, except for what was created for religious purposes. The Carolingians were like barbarians because of their love of skin color, but the
methods they used , especially enameling - much more reminiscent of the Byzantines. The most outstanding decoration that is still left of this period is the crown of Charlemagne, with precious stones, filigree, enamel and gold. Otton style, again, is very similar to the Byzantines and
Carolingians. Religion plays a major role in the jewelry that remains. Otton style characterizes a cross between German and Byzantine, superior both in formality and delicacy. Two-year Viking Viking brooches in silver from Penrith's hoard, three of thats. Viking jewelry began quite clearly -
with unpainted stripes and rings - but quickly turned into intricate and masterful artistry, with a strong preference for silver, unusual in the Middle Ages. The two methods most commonly used by the Vikings were filigree and repouss. The main themes in Viking jewelry are the patterns of



nature and animals, which increase in abstraction as the period of time progresses. Later, Viking jewelry also begins to exhibit simplified geometric patterns. The hardest work of the Vikings restored a set of two groups from the 6th century in Alleberg, Sweden. The barbaric decorations were
very similar to Viking jewelry, having many of the same themes. Geometric and abstract patterns were present in most of the barbaric art. In the late Middle Ages in the 13th century jewelry became more of a province of aristocratic and noble houses, with laws that were passed prohibiting
the ease of wearing with precious stones, pearls and excess gold or silver. Royal treasure reserves provide images of hundreds of intricate, intricate pieces of jewelry, including brooches, rings and precious belts. At the same time, there was another simplified work, using intricately spent
gold, but without the gems decorating it. By the end of the period, the types of personal jewelry worn by rich women were not much different from those found today, with rings, necklaces, brooches, medallions and (less often) earrings all popular. But accessories such as belts and purses,
as well as other personal items such as combs and book covers can also be decorated in a way rarely seen today. Poor women wore fewer similar styles of personal jewelry in cheaper materials like they do today. Rich men wore far more jewelry than they do today, often including large
chain collars, and a cap badge that can be very extravagant. The methods of gold earrings found in Croatia, 1300-1350 Thanks to the established tradition from ancient times combined with the knowledge of how to process gold in order to produce jewelry, the practice of gold is the basis for
all jewelry going on in the Middle Ages. Soldering, coating and gilding Goldsmiths used soldering techniques, coatings and gilding to create a larger work surface or to cover recycled metal with a thin layer of gold for jewelry design. First, the jeweler will start with a gold ingot, which will then
be hammered into a sheet, foil or sheet of gold. Soldering is the process of combining multiple sheets of metal to create one larger part. Thus, this was achieved by using a more unclean form of gold, i.e. a higher percentage of non-gold metals, as an accession tool. The higher the gold
impurities, the faster it will melt, and as such unclean gold will melt before pure, and then can be used to attach two or more pieces of pure gold. This would create a large surface while keeping the gold sheets thick. Gold plates can be clogged up to a higher level of subtlety; the gold foil
was about the thickness of a sheet of paper, and the gold leaf could be thin up to 0.005 millimeters. The coating process included gold foil hammered or smoothed over the core of glass or other metal. The gilding used gold leaf sticking or pressed to the base of terracotta or metal, such as
copper. Both of these techniques allowed the jewelry to have an appearance and associated prestige of gold, without the use of solid gold, which was rare and expensive. Repouss, insertion, enamel, filigree and granulation jewelers used delicate techniques to achieve delicate metal
structures. These were associated with more precise work designed to create ornaments on jewelry. Repussus was a process gold leaf on the field and using concentrated pressure to form a pattern. Other materials, such as soft wood, lead and wax, can also be used under gold. As these
materials are malleable, they maintained and kept the gold in place, while it was patterned and pushed into the grooves in the base material to form the relief that created the jewelry. Two techniques that jewelers used to incorporate gems, glass and other metals into jewelry were inserts
and enamelled. The main difference between these methods is that the insert can refer to any material inserted into the design, while the enamel refers specifically to pieces of colored glass mixture put into action during the melt. Decorative pieces will be inserted into the gold decor, which
was formed from gold strips or molten glass can be poured into contours and recesses in gold - known respectively as cloisonn and champlev. Filigria and granulation are two processes that are also closely related. These include decorating a sheet of gold using wires or grains of gold that
can be worked out in very complex patterns. These methods allowed intensive detailing and delicacy, because wires or grains could easily work in twisted patterns and minuscule faces. All these methods allowed to work in detail on gold jewelry, adding other materials or small details.
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